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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Muscles and tendons actuate movement by developing force and generating moments
about joints. When human movement is impaired by disease or trauma, function can
sometimes be restored with surgical reconstruction of musculoskeletal structures. For
example, patients with muscular spasticity often undergo tendon transfer and tendon
lengthening operations aimed at correcting gait abnormalities. In osteoarthritic patients,
bones are reconstructed to alter the joint geometry or to accommodate a prosthesis.
Surgical reconstructions and joint pathologies often compromise the capacity of muscles
to generate force and moment about a joint. For instance, when a joint becomes deformed
from disease or is replaced by a prosthesis, the moment arms of the muscles that cross the
joint may be reduced, thus decreasing the moment that can be generated at the joint.
Patients that cannot generate sufficient muscle force or joint moment are associated with
impairments such as muscle weakness.
At present, there are few quantitative tools to evaluate the effects of surgical procedures
on muscle function. Surgeons rely on their experience and qualitative information from
clinical exams to make surgical decisions. However, the combined effects of the active
and passive force generating elements are complex and are being explored. The absence
of a quantitative understanding has limited the success of various musculoskeletal
reconstructions and hampers the development of new procedures.
Computer models can assist in understanding the biomechanical consequences of
musculoskeletal reconstructions. Since musculoskeletal mechanics are complex,
computer models are needed to understand the effects of surgery on the interactions of
1

bone, muscle, ligaments, and cartilage. Alternatively, developing effective surgical
procedures without computer models may take significantly longer and accounting for
variations in sex, geometry, ligament location, muscle forces, etc. is extremely
challenging. Computer models can be especially useful to surgeons for investigating the
effects of surgical decisions on a model rather than a patient. Computer models can be
useful to biomechanical engineers and surgeons for analyzing problematic surgeries, and
designing and evaluating various implant designs.
1.1

Focus of the Dissertation

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a musculoskeletal model and corroborate model
predictions to experimentally measured in vivo knee contact forces, in order to study the
biomechanical consequences of two different total knee arthroplasty designs.
The two main contributions of this dissertation are:
(1)

Corroboration to experimental data: The development of an EMG-driven, fullbody, musculoskeletal model with subject-specific leg geometries including
deformable contacts, ligaments, 6DOF knee joint, and a shoe-floor model that can
concurrently predict muscle forces, ligament forces, and joint contact forces.
Model predictions of tibiofemoral joint contact forces were evaluated against the
subject-specific in vivo measurements from the instrumented TKR for three
distinctly different styles of over ground gait.

(2)

Virtual surgery in TKA: The musculoskeletal modeling methodology was then
used to develop a model for one healthy participant with a native knee and then
virtually replacing the native knee with fixed-bearing and mobile-bearing total
knee arthroplasty designs performing gait and step-up tasks. This approach
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minimized the biomechanical impact of variations in sex, geometry, implant size,
design and positioning, ligament location and tension, and muscle forces found
across patients. The differences in biomechanics were compared for the two
designs.
1.2

Significance of this Research

The world health organization ranks musculoskeletal disorders as the second largest
contributor to disability worldwide. Conservative estimates put the national cost of direct
care for musculoskeletal disease at $212.7 billion a year [1].
Many people who suffer from neuromuscular or musculoskeletal diseases may benefit
from the insights gained from surgery simulations, since musculoskeletal reconstructions
are commonly performed on these individuals. Improved surgical outcomes will benefit
these individuals not only in the short-term, but also in the long-term, since their future
rehabilitation needs may be reduced. For example, although total knee arthroplasty is a
common surgical procedure for the treatment of osteoarthritis with over 700,000
procedures performed each year [2], many patients are unhappy with the ultimate results
[3]. Ten to 30% of patients report [4] pain, dissatisfaction with function, and the need for
further surgery such as revision after the initial surgery resulting in costs exceeding $11
billion [5]. Potentially, simulation studies that quantify the important biomechanical
variables will reduce the need for revision surgeries in patients.
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CHAPTER 2
EMG-DRIVEN FORWARD DYNAMICS SIMULATION TO
ESTIMATE IN VIVO JOINT CONTACT FORCES DURING
NORMAL, SMOOTH, AND BOUNCY GAITS
Swithin S. Razu and Trent M. Guess
(Note that this chapter has been published in the Journal of Biomechanical Engineering)
ABSTRACT
Computational models that predict in vivo joint loading and muscle forces can potentially
enhance and augment our knowledge of both typical and pathological gait. To adopt such
models into clinical applications, studies validating modeling predictions are essential.
This study created a full-body musculoskeletal model using data from the “Sixth Grand
Challenge Competition to Predict in Vivo Knee Loads”. This model incorporates subjectspecific geometries of the right leg in order to concurrently predict knee contact forces,
ligament forces, muscle forces, and ground contact forces. The objectives of this paper
are twofold: 1.) to describe an electromyography (EMG)-driven modeling methodology
to predict knee contact forces, and 2.) to validate model predictions by evaluating the
model predictions against known values for a patient with an instrumented total knee
replacement (TKR) for three distinctly different gait styles (normal, smooth, and bouncy
gait). The model integrates a subject-specific knee model onto a previously validated
generic full-body musculoskeletal model. The combined model included six degrees-of
freedom (DOF) patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joints, ligament forces, and deformable
contact forces with viscous damping. The foot/shoe/floor interactions were modeled by
5

incorporating shoe geometries to the feet. Contact between shoe segments and the floor
surface were used to constrain the shoe segments. A novel EMG-driven feedforward with
feedback trim motor control strategy was used to concurrently estimate muscle forces and
knee contact forces from standard motion capture data collected on the individual subject.
The predicted medial, lateral, and total tibiofemoral forces represented the overall
measured magnitude and temporal patterns with good root mean squared errors (RMSEs)
and Pearson’s correlation (ƿ2). The model accuracy was high: medial, lateral, and total
tibiofemoral contact force RMSEs = 0.15, 0.14, 0.21 body weight (BW), and (0.92<
ƿ2<0.96) for normal gait; RMSEs = 0.18 BW, 0.21 BW, 0.29 BW, and (0.81< ƿ2<0.93)
for smooth gait; and RMSEs = 0.21 BW, 0.22 BW, 0.33 BW, and (0.86< ƿ2<0.95) for
bouncy gait, respectively. Overall, the model captured the general shape, magnitude and
temporal patterns of the contact force profiles accurately. Potential applications of this
proposed model include predictive biomechanics simulations, design of TKR
components, soft tissue balancing, and surgical simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Estimating the forces applied to our joints by muscles, ligaments, and articulating
surfaces as well as their contribution to joint loading is fundamental in understanding
joint damage, function, and disease. Knee joint loading is an important parameter in the
design and implantation of total knee replacement (TKR) components, as excessive joint
loading can cause component wear and eventually lead to failure [1-3]. Excessive joint
contact forces are also an important contributor to the development of osteoarthritis [4].
Knowledge of joint loading during daily activities is essential for understanding
mechanisms of injury, in the development of tissue engineered bio-materials [5], as well
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as developing, evaluating, and optimizing injury prevention strategies. Joint loads can be
measured in vivo using instrumented TKRs [6, 7] during dynamic activities. However,
implementation of such devices is not common because it is invasive and expensive.
Furthermore, the results are subject-specific and may not transfer to a healthy population.
Thus, computational models for dynamic simulation [8-11] are more commonly used to
estimate joint loads and muscle forces. Accurate prediction of joint loads under dynamic
conditions requires accurate estimates of muscle forces, component and skeletal
alignment, and ligament stiffness [12]. The resulting system is overdetermined with more
muscles crossing the joint than degrees of freedom. The most common approach to
solving this redundancy problem is static optimization [1, 13]. In this approach, inverse
dynamics is used to minimize a cost function such as muscle activation, contact energy,
or muscle stress one frame at a time to find muscle forces that reproduce computed joint
moments [14]. While this approach is computationally efficient, the physiological form
of the cost function is unknown and this method may not account for variability in an
individual’s muscle activation patterns. Activation of a muscle can be task dependent and
can vary for the same joint kinematics and kinetics. Another approach uses
electromyography (EMG) signals in conjunction with a muscle model to estimate task
specific muscle forces [15-17]. The reliance of EMG-driven models on measured muscle
activity takes into account an individual’s activation patterns and muscle co-contraction.
With the EMG-driven approach, no assumptions are required about the form of the cost
function being minimized. However, “flexibility” still remains in the solution process as
the absolute amplitude of each muscle excitation is difficult to determine, the number of
EMG measurements is often limited, and EMG data are typically unavailable from deep
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muscles. Hybrid approaches [18, 19] that combine EMG-driven models with either static
optimization or computed muscle control take advantage of both optimization and EMGdriven approaches.
During the development of musculoskeletal models various assumptions are
made, a few of these are phenomenological rather than established in biological or
physiological evidence. To increase the accuracy of these models, additional studies
measuring in vivo joint loading, joint kinematics, and musculoskeletal geometry are
required. Such studies will provide a better understanding of the impact of size, age,
morphology, or surgical history on model predictions and help define model limitations.
Current musculoskeletal models often simplify or ignore the effects of soft tissue.
However, coupling soft tissue deformation and muscle loading in concurrent simulation
is essential for realistic prediction of osteokinematic, and more importantly,
arthrokinematic motion and joint loading. The strength and ultimate goal of
musculoskeletal modeling is to predict outcomes of an intervention or surgery. Despite
these potential advantages, predictive musculoskeletal simulation has not been widely
explored in clinical applications [20]. These simulations are not widely used due to high
demand for computational efficiency [21], difficulty in defining relevant objective
functions [22], and the complex computer programming required to build these
simulations.
This paper presents a dual stage modeling method to predict tibiofemoral contact
forces during three styles of over ground gait. This study differs from earlier research in
several respects. During the first stage, kinematic data is the sole input into the model,
while the knee joint (tibiofemoral and patellofemoral) is allowed six degrees of freedom
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(DOF). The knee joint is constrained by contact between articulating surfaces and
ligament forces. In the second forward dynamics stage, muscle and joint loads are
predicted in a single computational step using an EMG driven feedforward with feedback
trim motor control strategy. Traditional inverse dynamics optimization calculates
moments about a knee modeled as a simple hinge, or as a hinge with secondary motion
prescribed based on flexion angle. The method proposed in this paper is conducive to
models with six DOF knee joints. Because ground reaction forces (GRFs) are not used as
an input to the model, this method provides a foundation for predictive biomechanical
simulation, testing different motor control strategies and incorporating proprioceptive
feedback during movement.
The objective of this study was development of an EMG-driven, full-body,
musculoskeletal model with subject-specific leg geometries including deformable
contacts, ligaments, six DOF knee joint, and a shoe-floor model that can concurrently
predict muscle forces, ligament forces, and joint contact forces. Model predictions of
tibiofemoral joint contact forces were evaluated against the subject-specific in vivo
measurements from the instrumented TKR for three distinctly different styles of over
ground gait.
METHODS
Experimental Data
The data for this study were collected from an 83-year-old male subject (mass=70
kg and height=172 cm) with an instrumented TKR that measures the six loading
components acting on the tibial tray. The experimental data were sourced from the sixth
edition of the “Grand Challenge Competition to Predict in Vivo Knee Loads” [6, 23] and
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includes motion capture marker trajectories (modified Cleveland Clinic marker set),
GRFs and moments, EMG signals, dynamometer measurements, knee joint forces,
geometries of the right leg bones and prosthetic, fluoroscopic, computed tomography
(CT), and magnetic resonance (MR) images. Motion capture marker trajectories, EMG,
GRFs and knee joint loads were collected simultaneously in a motion capture laboratory
while the subject completed three different styles of over ground gait: normal, smooth
and bouncy. One gait cycle for each gait style was chosen for modeling. The descriptions
of the gait styles [24] were, smooth: reduced superior-inferior translation of the pelvis
during the gait cycle, bouncy: increased superior-inferior translation of the pelvis during
the gait cycle. GRF data were sampled at 1000 Hz and passed through a low-pass filter
with a 50 Hz cut-off frequency. Motion capture data were sampled at 120 Hz and passed
through a low pass filter with 6 Hz cut-off frequency. Measured total knee contact forces
were distributed into medial and lateral components using an experimental regression
equation [25].
Knee Model
The subject specific knee model was created using the implanted component
geometries and bone geometries segmented from CT images of the subject (Fig. 1) in the
multibody dynamic analysis program ADAMS (MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana,
CA). The right knee joint allowed six DOF for the tibiofemoral and patellofemoral joints.
The motion for both joints was constrained by a compliant contact force model with
viscous damping [26, 27], ligament forces, and the patellar tendon. The tibial insert was
divided into medial and lateral geometries, with contacts created between each geometry
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and the femoral component. The contact force in the medial and lateral tibial insert by
means of a compliant contact was defined as:
(1)
Where
contact,

is the contact force,

is the interpenetration distance between the geometries in

is the velocity of interpenetration,

power exponent, and

is the contact stiffness,

is a damping coefficient. The values implemented in this

model were derived from a previous study [26] where
and

is the nonlinear

,

,

.

Figure 1: The knee model used subject-specific bone and knee prosthetic component geometries including
ligaments and the patellar tendon. The knee model was integrated into a generic full-body model which
included 44 muscle-tendon actuators acting about the hip, knee, and ankle. The standing radiograph was
used to confirm limb alignment in the coronal plane.
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The ligaments were modeled as multiple bundles with origin and insertion site footprints
based on anatomical studies [28-37]. The posterior cruciate ligament was separated into
two bundles [38]. Three bundles were used for the lateral collateral ligament [29]. Five
bundles were used for the medial collateral ligament (MCL), two deep and three
superficial [30, 39, 40]. Three bundles each were used for the lateral and medial
patellofemoral ligaments. The anterior cruciate ligament was not included in the model as
the TKR surgery involved resection of this ligament. A generic piecewise function [41]
defining the force-length relationship of ligaments was used to model each bundle.
Ligament bundle stiffness and zero-load length values were used to scale the generic
force-length relationship for each bundle. Ligament bundle stiffness values were obtained
from the literature [41-45] and have been verified in a previous knee joint model [46].
The zero-load lengths for each ligament bundle were determined from open-chain knee
flexion-extension joint range-of-motion trials where ligament force was assumed to be
small (under 20 N). To prevent the superficial MCL bundles penetrating into the bone
and component geometries, wrapping was incorporated into the ligament. The quadriceps
muscles inserted on the patella and the patellar tendon was modeled using three bundles
with the same piecewise function used for the ligaments.
Shoe-floor Contact Model
The shoe-ground interface was modeled using deformable contacts between the
shoe and force plate geometries. The shoe geometries were obtained by 3D scanning
shoes of the same size, model, and make used by the subject during the motion capture
measurements. The shoe geometries were divided into three rigid bodies: (1) the region
containing the heel and mid-foot, (2) the region containing the metatarsals, and (3) the
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region containing the phalanges (Fig. 2). The regions were defined by visually inspecting
the compliance and the geometry of the shoe during gait. Regions were attached to each
other using six-axis springs. The shoe was attached to the body of the foot segment via a
six-axis spring. A hinge joint was applied where the mid-foot region joins the toe region
to model the metatarsophalangeal joints. The six-axis springs serve as representative
models for shoe compliance as well as relative movement of the foot within the shoe.
Contacts were defined between the three rigid bodies and the force plates. The same shoe
model was applied to both feet. Simple box representations were used to model the force
plates.

Figure 2: Shoe and foot model. The shoe geometry is divided into three rigid bodies: the shoe, shoe toes,
and shoe tip. The foot geometry is divided into two rigid bodies: the foot body and foot toes. Deformable
contacts are defined between the three shoe parts and the force plate.

Generic Musculoskeletal Model
The generic full-body musculoskeletal model consisted of 21 rigid body
segments, 53 revolute joints, and 44 right leg muscles. The lower limb extremity model is
based on the model by Arnold et al. [47]. Regression equations from the US Air Force's
Generator of Body Data (GEBOD) was used to determine generic joint center locations,
mass, and inertial properties based on subject height, weight, and gender [48]. The
generic bone geometries for the right leg were scaled to match the subject-specific bone
13

geometries. These scaling factors were also used to scale muscle origins, muscle
insertions, and muscle via points for the right leg. Each joint center was represented by
three orthogonal revolute joints with the exception of the ankle and the
metatarsophalangeal joint.

Figure 3: Three-dimensional model of the lower limb. (a) Bony geometries including the wrapping
surfaces for the pelvis, femur and tibia. (b) Wrapping surfaces for the medial and lateral gastrocnemius. (c)
Via-points for ankle plantar flexors.

The ankle was modeled using two hinge joints that defined the talocrural and the
talocalcaneal axes [49]. The metatarsophalangeal joint was modeled using a single
revolute joint. The hip joint center and knee joint center were obtained using the
symmetrical center of rotation estimation (SCoRE) method [50] and symmetrical axis of
rotation approach (SARA) [51] applied to their respective joint range of motion trials.
14

The scaled hip and knee joint center from the generic model were replaced by the SCoRE
and SARA method joint centers. The relative motion between the head and the neck joint
were fixed for this study. For each marker a three-axis spring was defined between the
body segment and the corresponding motion marker to allow relative movement between
them. Markers defining the modified Cleveland clinic marker set locations were manually
adjusted relative to their attached segment by minimizing the forces in the springs. The
subject-specific femur and tibia along with the femoral and tibial components were
manually aligned to the scaled generic model. Ellipsoidal wrapping surfaces and via
points [47] (Fig. 3) were used to define muscle-tendon paths inhibited by bones and
deeper muscles. Using wrapping surfaces allows the model to reflect more accurately
operating lengths, muscle moment arms, and force production ability for muscles in the
lower limb.

Figure 4: Feedforward with feedback control scheme for calculating muscle forces and joint contact forces.
The feedforward muscle scheme (Green) incorporates experimental EMG in conjunction with
musculotendon (activation and contraction) dynamics to produce feedforward muscle forces. The feedback
muscle scheme (Blue) uses the error between the current muscle length and the desired muscle length to
produce feed-back trim muscle forces. The predicted muscle forces are the sum of the feedforward muscle
forces and calculated feed-back trim muscle forces.
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Subject-Specific EMG-Driven Muscle Model
Surface EMG data were collected for 16 lower extremity muscles (Table 1) on the right
side. These muscles were adductor magnus (AddM), biceps femoris long head (BFLH),
gluteus maximus (GMAX), gluteus medius (GMED), gracilis (GRA), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), medial gastrocnemius (MG), peroneus longus (PL), rectus femoris
(RF), sartorius (SAR), semimembranosus (SM), soleus (SO), tensor fasciae lata (TFL),
tibialis anterior (TA), vastus medialis (VM) and vastus lateralis (VL). After evaluating
EMG patterns of the BFLH, GMED and VM for all measured trials, it was determined
the EMG signals were in error and EMG signals for these muscles were replaced by
average activations from an age-matched population during normal gait. Muscle
activation for vastus intermedius (VI) was estimated as the average of VM and VL
activation values. Semitendinosus (ST) was assumed to have the same activation as SM.
Biceps femoris short head (BFSH) was presumed to have the same activation as BFLH
[16]. To generate subject-specific and trial-specific muscle forces, recorded EMG for
normal, smooth, and bouncy gait trials were high-pass filtered using a fourth order
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz, rectified. They were then low-pass
filtered with a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz to obtain linear envelopes for each muscle similar
to the procedure described by Lloyd et al. [16]. The linear envelopes were normalized to
the peak values obtained from a series of available isometric and quasi-static force tasks.
Two types of model parameter values were implemented: (1) Activation dynamics
parameter values, and (2) Contraction dynamics parameter values.

The EMG-to-

activation model is a first-order dynamic model based on the work of Thelen [52] and
Winters [53]. The activation and deactivation time constants are assumed to be 10 ms and
16

40 ms, respectively [54]. For the Hill-type muscle-tendon model, initial parameter values
including optimal muscle fiber length, tendon slack length, and peak isometric muscle
force, were taken from Arnold et al. [47] and scaled according to subject height and bone
geometries. A custom Hill-type muscle model [47] with an inextensible tendon [55] was
implemented in Simulink (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Previously implemented
EMG-driven models [16, 17, 56] tune or calibrate their models to identify the set of
muscle parameters reproducing moments computed from inverse dynamics, no such
calibration was performed on these models.
Table 1: Muscles with feedforward signal and feedback trim and their corresponding EMG signal inputs
Measured EMG
Adductor magnus

Biceps femoris long head*
Lateral gastrocnemius
Medial gastrocnemius
Gluteus maximus

Gluteus medius*

Gracilis
Peroneus longus
Rectus femoris
Sartorius
Semimembranosus
Soleus
Tensor fasciae latae
Tibialis anterior
Vastus lateralis
Vastus medialis*

Muscle Model
Adductor magnus distal
Adductor magnus ischial
Adductor magnus middle
Adductor magnus proximal
Biceps femoris long head
Biceps femoris short head
Lateral gastrocnemius
Medial gastrocnemius
Gluteus maximus superior
Gluteus maximus middle
Gluteus maximus inferior
Gluteus medius anterior
Gluteus medius middle
Gluteus medius posterior
Gracilis
Peroneus longus
Rectus femoris
Sartorius
Semimembranosus
Semitendinosus
Soleus
Tensor fasciae latae
Tibialis anterior
Vastus intermedius**
Vastus lateralis
Vastus medialis

* Replaced by average activations from a similar age matched population
** Equal to the average of the signals from the medial and lateral vasti

Gait Simulation
The experimental motion capture data for three gait styles (normal, smooth, bouncy) were
used as inputs in inverse kinematics analyses. During these analyses, measured marker
trajectories drove motion constraints connected to three-axis springs associated with the
17

corresponding body segments, during which, muscle-tendon lengths for the right leg and
joint angles for the left leg and upper body were recorded. During inverse kinematics, the
knee joint was constrained by ligament forces and contact forces, and the shoe ground
interface contact constraints were included. For forward dynamics simulations (Fig. 4),
the motion constraints were eliminated and muscle forces drove the right leg. Joint
torques drove the upper body and left leg. Feedback controllers produced joint torques
tracking inverse kinematics joint angles for the upper body and contralateral limb. A
feedforward with feedback trim control scheme (Fig. 4) was used to produce muscle
forces for the right limb. The feedforward muscle scheme incorporated experimental
EMGs when available (Table 1) with a Hill-type muscle model to produce feedforward
muscle forces. A feedback trim scheme was used to modulate the feedforward muscle
force such that muscle-tendon lengths from the inverse kinematics step were maintained.
The feedback trim controller adds to feedforward muscle forces if these forces are
insufficient to maintain inverse kinematics musculotendon lengths during forward
dynamics simulations to produce the total muscle force. In other words, muscle force is
augmented if the forward dynamics length is greater than inverse kinematics length at a
given time step. Similarly, the feedback trim controller will decrease muscle force if the
current forward dynamics musculotendon length is too short. For muscles without
measured EMG signals, the feedforward muscle forces come only from passive muscle
properties. The feedback controller parameters were scaled based on physiological crosssectional area in order to account for muscle size. As motion and EMGs were the inputs
to the modeling scheme, tibiofemoral joint contact forces could be compared to measured
forces.
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Model Evaluation
The model predicted results were resampled to a time interval from 0% to 100%
gait cycle using cubic spline interpolation. Differences between the measured and
predicted forces were assessed by calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ƿ2),
root mean squared errors (RMSEs), and the coefficient of determination (R2). The
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used as a measure of shape differences. Values may
range between -1 and 1, with values of 1 indicating a complete positive correlation, and 0
no correlation.

Figure 5: Medial, lateral, and total tibiofemoral contact forces compared with in vivo measurements
obtained during three modifications of gait. Contact force is scaled to bodyweight with 1 BW equal to 686
N.

The root mean squared error (RMSE) is used as a measure of magnitude
differences. The coefficient of determination is used as a measure of both magnitude and
shape differences. The total muscle force, which is the output of the feedback trim
controller, is used in the forward dynamics simulations. Comparison of normalized
experimental EMG and predicted total and feedforward muscle forces are used to
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evaluate the contribution of the feedforward muscle force to the total muscle force
required for forward dynamics simulation.
RESULTS
The model predictions of medial, lateral, and total tibiofemoral contact force
followed the measured temporal patterns with good Pearson’s correlation (ƿ2) during
normal (0.92< ƿ2<0.96), smooth (0.81< ƿ2<0.93) and bouncy (0.86< ƿ2<0.95) gaits
respectively (Fig. 5). The temporal patterns of the stance phase were well predicted in
both compartments for all three trials with the predicted terminal stance phase having the
least correlation. Much of this trend is attributed to the shoe-floor model and a premature
heel strike on the contralateral limb. On average, the greatest agreement between the
measured and predicted forces was in normal gait. For normal gait, the RMSEs between
predicted and measured medial, lateral, and total contact force were 0.15 body weight
(BW) , 0.14 BW and 0.21 BW and the R2 were 0.9, 0.85, and 0.93 respectively. The
greatest differences were observed in bouncy gait, with RSMEs between predicted and
measured medial, lateral and total contact forces of 0.21 BW, 0.22 BW, and 0.33 BW
respectively. The corresponding R2 values were 0.85, 0.64, and 0.87.
The predicted pattern and timing of the feedforward and total muscle forces were
compared along with the measured EMG signals for the primary muscles involved during
gait. In general, the total muscle forces used to drive the forward dynamics simulations
was similar to the feedforward muscle forces generated by the Hill-type muscle models
for the major muscles of gait (Fig. 6). An exception was the medial gastrocnemius (MG)
where feedforward muscle forces during terminal stance are decreased by the feedback
trim controller, particularly for bouncy gait. Feedforward forces for the vastus lateralis
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(VL) were also decreased during the loading response phase of gait. For the gluteus
medius (GMED), the feedback trim controller added muscle force during mid-stance and
terminal stance, indicating that the feedforward force for this muscle was not sufficient to
maintain the muscle lengths derived during inverse kinematics. Measured EMG signals
for the gluteus maximus (GMAX) and vastus lateralis (VL) muscles increased from
normal to smooth gait and again from smooth to bouncy gait. There was a corresponding
match in both feedforward and total muscle force for these muscles. The ground reaction
force RMSEs were less than 0.08 BW for the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral shear
directions and less than 0.22 BW in the vertical direction for the three different styles of
gait.

Figure 6: Comparison of normalized experimental EMG and predicted total and feedforward
muscle forces for the muscles of biceps femoris long head (BFLH), medial gastrocnemius (MG), gluteus
maximus (GMAX), semimembranosus (SM), gluteus medius (GMED), tibialis anterior (TA), vastus
lateralis (VL), and soleus (SO) for the three versions of gait. Note: scale for muscle forces of VL and SO
(bottom row) is greater than scale for other muscles.
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DISCUSSION
Various studies have demonstrated the potential of EMG-driven musculoskeletal
models [15-17] in estimating muscle forces, providing understanding of normal and
pathological movements, and complementing interpretations obtained via standard
motion capture studies. Our primary objective for this paper was to describe our EMGdriven, subject-specific musculoskeletal modeling methodology. This methodology has
the capability of concurrently simulating joint contact mechanics, shoe-ground
interactions, and muscle forces. The second objective for this paper was to provide a
comparison between our predictions of joint contact forces to known values recorded for
a subject for three distinctly different styles of gait with the goal of validating our model.
The Sixth Grand Challenge Data set provides a unique opportunity to evaluate our
modeling method by providing data for a subject with an instrumented TKR which
continuously measured six loading components on the tibial tray. Experimental data was
collected for three gait styles: normal, smooth, and bouncy. A subject-specific knee
model was created from the experimental data and incorporated into a generic full-body
musculoskeletal model. The muscle force estimates were based on subject specific
muscle activation patterns derived from recorded EMG and knee contact forces were
used as a means for indirect validation of muscle force estimates.
Thanks in large part to the publicly available data set provided by the “Grand
Challenge Competition to Predict In-Vivo Knee Loads”, musculoskeletal modeling and
simulation techniques have seen notable advancements in recent years. An array of
musculoskeletal modeling methods have been used to predict muscle forces and the
resulting contact forces during movement including EMG-driven models [17], static and
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dynamic optimization techniques [8-11], hybrid methods [18, 19], and parametric
methods [57] to solve the muscle redundancy problem. The 2012 “Grand Challenge”
winner [17] introduced an EMG-driven model which estimated muscle forces by solving
an inverse dynamics based optimization problem. However, the modeling approach
prescribed motion to the pelvis, assumed two DOF at the knee, and used GRFs as model
inputs. We have extended this approach by developing a full-body musculoskeletal model
that is torque driven for the upper body and left leg, includes a six DOF knee joint and
includes a shoe-floor contact model in lieu of GRFs as an input. Our knee contact force
predictions (RSMEs: medial = 0.15 BW and lateral = 0.14 BW in normal gait) are
slightly better than obtained using the previous EMG-driven model (RSMEs: medial =
0.16 BW and lateral = 0.22 BW in normal gait). The 2016 “Grand Challenge” winner [9]
introduced a full-body model with a simple knee contact model that used an inverse
dynamics based optimization method to estimate muscle forces. However, the modeling
approach assumed three DOF at the knee, and used GRFs as model inputs. Our joint
contact load predictions errors (RSMEs: medial = 0.18 BW and lateral = 0.21 BW in
smooth gait; medial = 0.21 BW and lateral = 0.22 BW in bouncy gait) are comparable
and even slightly better to that obtained using the proposed approach (RSMEs: medial =
0.22 BW and lateral = 0.27 BW in smooth gait; medial = 0.20 BW and lateral = 0.25 BW
in bouncy gait); the results obtained were also more accurate than those that have been
acquired using forward dynamic simulations or traditional optimization [8-11] in the
2016 competition. Only one [10] of the 2016 competitors modeled normal gait using a
one DOF knee model, our joint load predictions errors (RSMEs: medial = 0.15 BW and
lateral = 0.14 BW in normal gait) are better to that obtained (RSMEs: medial = 0.26 BW
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and lateral = 0.63 BW in normal gait) using an inverse dynamics based optimization
model.
Our knee model, shoe-floor contact model, and simulation technique include
several unique features. Typically, during inverse kinematics or inverse dynamics the
knee joint is constrained by a single DOF (flexion-extension) joint and secondary DOFs
are constrained to be functions of knee flexion-extension. This assumption removes any
interdependence of contact forces on the muscles as well as muscle force influence to
motion in the frontal and transverse plane. In this study, during both the inverse
kinematics and forward dynamics simulations, the knee was constrained by ligament
forces and tibiofemoral and patellofemoral contact forces allowing six DOF. Accurately
modeling the shoe-ground interface is important for accurate prediction of joint contact
forces. Our shoe-floor contact model included three rigid shoe segments per shoe,
translational motion between the foot and shoe, and deformable contact between shoe and
ground geometries. In the absence of experimental knee contact forces, evaluations of the
predicted ground reaction forces (GRF) against measured GRF may offer indirect
validation of joint load predictions. Also, the proposed framework is more conducive for
predictive musculoskeletal simulations where, in the absence of experimental data or in
efforts to predict new motions, contact with the environment (e.g. ground) must be
modeled.
The feedforward with feedback trim control scheme allows simultaneous
estimates of muscle forces, ligament forces, and medial and lateral knee contact forces.
Hill-type muscle models rely on accurate estimation of subject-specific model
parameters, such as optimal muscle fiber length, tendon slack length, and peak isometric
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muscle force. Given the errors associated with EMG measurement and Hill-type muscle
models, a true EMG driven forward dynamics model is not reasonably possible. To
reduce sensitivity to measurement and model parameter uncertainty, a feedback trim
controller is employed to ensure the model tracks measured kinematics by reducing the
error between the current forward dynamics musculotendon length and the inverse
kinematics recorded musculotendon length. Muscle activation can be task dependent,
even for gait. This is evidenced by the different activation profiles, for similar joint
angles, of the gluteus maximus (GMAX), vastus lateralis (VL), and tibialis anterior
(TA)during the different styles of gait (Fig. 6). Hence, we believe that in order to
produce better physiological estimates of muscle forces, EMG data as model inputs
should be used. The computational performance is relatively quick for both inverse
kinematics and forward dynamics taking under 25 minutes on a desktop PC (Windows 7,
3.4GHz Intel Core i7-4770 CPU, 16 GB RAM), when compared to dynamic optimization
based approaches. The faster simulation time facilitates sensitivity analyses and
predictive simulations, promoting understanding of causes for movement deviation, and
ultimately assisting assessment of treatment options in response to clinical questions.
However, the major challenge of applying this methodology in the clinical setting
remains subject-specific geometry generation.
In order to accurately interpret the results of this study, multiple limitations in
methodology must be noted. First, a single gait trial from each gait style from a single
subject was analyzed. Data from additional trials and subjects are necessary in order to
assess the extent to which these results can be generalized. In the multibody framework,
joint loading predictions were estimated using a compliant contact force model with
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viscous damping rather than a finite-element model which could better represent
component deformation. Co-simulating multibody dynamics and linear or non-linear
finite-element methods to predict refined estimates of deformation and stress is an area
we are pursuing. The muscle modeling parameters and architecture parameters were
based on a published generic musculoskeletal model [47] and assumed linear scaling.
Inclusion of MRI-based subject-specific muscle parameter prediction [58] and more
complex muscle-tendon dynamics models such as equilibrium or damped-equilibrium
models [55] would improve feedforward muscle force predictions. Our models used a
feedforward with feedback trim control scheme to predict forward dynamics muscle
forces. The maximum EMG signal from various trials was used to normalize EMG data,
but the accuracy of the EMG normalization is unknown. The feedforward control scheme
relies on experimental EMG traces, when available, coupled with Hill-type models to
estimate muscle force. The EMG signals from three muscles (VM, GMED, BFLH) were
replaced with age matched average EMG signals from normal gait, contributing to errors
in model force predictions, especially for smooth and bouncy gait. The feedback trim
controller will add to feedforward muscle forces if this force is insufficient to maintain
inverse kinematics musculotendon lengths during forward dynamics simulations. The
feedback trim controller is necessary for forward dynamics simulations, but it has no
physiological basis and may reduce co-contraction of antagonistic muscles. MR images
were not available for this subject and ligament attachment footprints in the model were
obtained in relation to anatomical landmarks. Hence, incorrect attachment sites and zeroload length determination could affect model predictions. Precisely modeling the shoefloor interface is critical in accurately predicting joint loading. Errors in prediction of
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vertical GRF and a premature heel strike on the contralateral limb indicate that
improvements in the foot/shoe/floor model are necessary. Experimental measurement of
foot/shoe motion and subject specific shoe compliance is recommended for future
studies.
In summary, this study presented an EMG-driven musculoskeletal model with
subject-specific joint anatomy to predict in-vivo TKR mechanics during walking. Joint
loading predictions agreed well with in-vivo measurements obtained via an instrumented
TKR. Thus the proposed framework is conducive for application in predictive
biomechanics simulations, design of TKR components, soft tissue balancing, and surgical
simulation.
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CHAPTER 3
CHANGES IN TIBIOFEMORAL KNEE BIOMECHANICS
AFTER FIXED-BEARING OR MOBILE-BEARING TOTAL
KNEE ARTHROPLASTY: A FORWARD DYNAMICS
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
Swithin S. Razu, Trent M. Guess, Jamie B. Hall, James A. Keeney,
John F. Nettrour
(Note that this chapter has been prepared for submission in the Journal of Orthopaedic
Research)
ABSTRACT
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is widely used treatment for advanced knee osteoarthritis,
however, many patients are dissatisfied with the final results. One proposed reason
behind this dissatisfaction is the apparent inability of prosthetic knees to satisfactorily
restore the complex biomechanics of the natural knee. The aim of this investigation was
to evaluate how well two conceptually different TKA designs, the fixed-bearing (FB)
design and mobile-bearing (MB) design, replicate the biomechanics of the normal knee
during daily activities. For this investigation, a three-dimensional (3D) computational
patient-specific musculoskeletal model was created which incorporated: 3D imaging
studies, gait laboratory data, force-plate measurements and 13-muscle electromyographic
data. Two virtual surgeries were performed to “replace” the knee using reverse
engineering software and scanned prosthetic components with an accuracy of +/- 0.125
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mm. The model was then used to predict biomechanical differences in performing gait
and step-up tasks. Outcomes measured included: femorotibial contact stresses, boneprosthesis interface forces, rotational motion, and quadriceps forces. Agreement of the
model-derived predictions with published fluoroscopic studies was found to be good to
excellent. Our results indicate that neither the MB nor FB TKA design fully restored the
normal knee biomechanics in gait and step-up activities. Lower femorotibial contact
stresses were observed for the FB design, while axial rotation was found to be
superior with the MB design. Similar interface forces and quadriceps forces were seen in
the simulations for both prosthetic designs. Further investigation into the biomechanical
consequences of TKA design differences is warranted to improve patient satisfaction and
outcomes.
INTRODUCTION
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a common surgical procedure for the treatment of
osteoarthritis with over 700,000 procedures performed each year[1], yet many patients
remain dissatisfied with the results[2]. Ten to 30% of patients report[3] pain,
dissatisfaction with function, and the need for subsequent revision surgery, resulting in
costs exceeding $11 billion[4] in the year 2005. Appropriate restoration of knee
biomechanics[5] is key to the success of TKA. Factors related to biomechanical
restoration include implant design, component placement, soft tissue balance, active
muscle forces, and individual patient movement strategies[6-9]. Our understanding of the
impact of TKA on knee biomechanics across a spectrum of deformity and ligamentous
laxity may be enhanced by studying the composite effects of TKA on a normal, healthy
subject. Few studies of patients with normal anatomy have assessed the impact of TKA
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and its effects on knee kinematics, kinetics, and resultant muscle forces. Although several
ex vivo investigations[10, 11] have explored these effects, they lacked the capacity to
incorporate the influence of muscles, gravity, and weight-bearing during functional
activities. Similarly, few in vivo studies have reported the kinematics of normal[12],
osteoarthritic[13], ACL-deficient[12, 14-16], or post-TKA knees[13]. Such investigations
do not include muscle, ligament, or joint contact forces because their direct measurement
is not feasible. In addition, patients with instrumented prosthetics[17, 18] are rare and its
implementation is expensive.
TKA implants include several design features that collectively affect knee biomechanics:
femoral sagittal plane shape, trochlear contour and depth, tibial baseplate design,
polyethylene tibial insert contour, and insert constraint. Most knee replacements utilize a
fixed bearing[19] TKA (FB-TKA) design in which the polyethylene insert is locked into
the tibial baseplate, with nearly all femorotibial interactions occurring along the top
surface of the tibial insert. However, instability and polyethylene wear have been
established as long-term causes for failure[20]. In response to these concerns, mobile
bearing TKAs (MB-TKA) were designed to reduce the shear force transmitted at the
bone-implant interface, thus reducing the risk of implant loosening[21]. This design also
theoretically helps with self-adjustment of rotational malalignment between the femur
and tibia, which may produce more central patellar tracking[22]. A final assumed benefit
is the reduction of polyethylene contact stresses and wear that have been associated with
aseptic loosening, and osteolysis[23]. In MB-TKA , the lower, “back side” of the tibial
insert is allowed to pivot around a central post in the implant tray, allowing contact to be
distributed to both the top and under-surface of the tibial insert[21]. Despite these
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potential, theoretical advantages[21-23], meta-analyses[7, 21, 22, 24-26] comparing MBTKA and FB-TKA designs have not shown any significant benefit of the MB-TKA in
terms of pain, complications, clinical scores, patient satisfaction, loosening, range of
motion, quality of life, or revision rates. Theoretically, the MB-TKA design was a radical
and revolutionary concept, though its clinical benefit remains contentious[21]. Gaining
knowledge of muscle, ligament, and joint contact forces comparing the two designs may
help guide surgical decisions.
Although in vivo native knee, MB-TKA, and FB-TKA design contact forces and joint
biomechanics have been measured either ex vivo, using instrumented knee prostheses, or
fluoroscopy imaging systems respectively, it is still challenging to compare the
biomechanics of these three cases in the same patient simultaneously. Predictive
capabilities of computational musculoskeletal (MS) models enable us to gain such
dynamic and objective information on individual patients. MS models have successfully
investigated various orthopedic questions, including TKA component malrotation[27,
28], tendon transfer[29-31], osteoarthritis[32, 33], and ligament injuries[34, 35].
However, no previous studies have used a computational MS model to calculate
biomechanical differences between native knee, FB-TKA, and MB-TKA designs in a
healthy subject. To address these gaps, we developed a computational MS model of one
healthy participant with a native knee and virtually replaced it with FB-TKA and MBTKA designs performing gait and step-up tasks. This approach minimized the
biomechanical impact of variations in sex, geometry, implant size, design, positioning,
ligament location and tension, and muscle forces found across patients.
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The present study’s specific aims were to (1) develop a MS model based on subjectspecific magnetic resonance (MR) images and kinematic data obtained from motion
capture and force plate data; (2) replace the native knee by virtually implanting FB-TKA
and MB-TKA designs into the MS model; and (3) assess the differences in knee
biomechanics between FB-TKA and MB-TKA designs and their deviations from the
native knee.
Methods
Participant. One recreationally active healthy female (age: 25 years; height: 1.68 m;
mass: 62 kg) volunteered and provided informed consent to part take in this study. She
had no prior or current injury likely to affect her ability to accomplish the essential tasks.
The University of Missouri Institutional Review Board approved the study (approval
number: 1209961 HS), which was carried out according to approved guidelines.
Instrumentation. We collected motion capture marker trajectories at 100 Hz using an
eight-camera motion capture system (VICON, Oxford Metrics Ltd., Oxford, United
Kingdom). Ground reaction forces were collected via four AMTI (Advanced Mechanical
Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) Optima ground-embedded force plates
sampling at 2000 Hz. Surface electromyography (EMG) data were acquired at 1000 Hz
from 13 lower-limb muscles on the right leg (identified as the dominant leg) via a
wireless EMG systems (Delsys® TrignoTM, Boston, USA). We acquired static MR
images (1.5 T, GE Medical Systems, Salt Lake City, USA) of the pelvis, right leg, and
right knee cartilage in order to generate 3D models of the knee articulating surfaces,
pelvis, femur, tibia, fibula, patella, and foot. When the MR images were made, the
participant wore custom motion capture markers visible in the MR images on the pelvis
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and right leg. These markers remained on the subject during subsequent tasks to help
register the 3D models to the motion capture coordinate system.
Procedures. To model shoe-ground interaction, we 3D scanned shoes (New Balance,
MT410BS4) and motion capture markers associated with them that the participant wore
during all tasks. We prepared the participant’s skin for surface EMG collection by
abrasion and sterilization. Then, in accordance with Surface Electromyography for the
Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscle (SENIAM) guidelines[36], we applied electrodes to
the right limb’s gluteus maximus and medius, semitendinosus, biceps femoris, vastus
lateralis and medialis, rectus femoris, medial and lateral gastrocnemius, soleus, tibialis
anterior, tensor fascia lata and peroneus longus muscles. In order to verify the correct
placement of the EMG electrodes EMG-time traces were visually inspected during
forceful isometric contractions to inspect for cross-talk. Sixty-one 14 mm retroreflective
markers based on the modified Cleveland Clinic marker set[17] were affixed to the
participant, including extra markers on the trunk and shoes. The participant completed
two tasks: gait and step-up (0.2 m step) on the dominant leg, three trials each.
Data processing. Motion capture marker trajectories were low-pass filtered (6 Hz), zerolag, 4th order Butterworth filter, which was determined via a residual analysis. EMG data
were high-pass filtered (30 Hz), full-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered (6 Hz) using a
zero-lag, 4th order Butterworth filter to obtain a linear envelope[37]. EMG data were
normalized to the peak amplitude obtained by asking the patient to perform a series of
isometric and quasi-static force tasks.
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Figure 1: This study employed a native multibody knee model that included 6 degree-of-freedom tibiofemoral and
patellofemoral joints. Knee contact forces were computed using impact function. To simulate gait and step-up, the
multibody knee, subject-specific geometries of the pelvis, right-limb, and shoes were incorporated into a full-body
musculoskeletal model with 44 muscles acting about the hip, knee and ankle.

Musculoskeletal modelling. In order to perform MS simulations in the multibody
dynamic analysis program ADAMS (MSC Software Corporation, Santa Ana, CA), we
used a previously validated 42 degree-of-freedom (DOF) full-body MS model with 44
musculotendon actuators (right lower limb) and 28 torque actuators (upper body and left
limb)[38, 39]. The joints were modeled as follows: hip = 3-DOF ball and socket; ankle
(talocrural) joint = pin joint; head-trunk segment = single rigid segment articulating with
the pelvis via a 3-DOF ball and socket joint; upper limb = 3-DOF ball and socket
(shoulder) and single-DOF (elbow and radioulnar). The subtalar, metatarsophalangeal,
and wrist joints were locked[38]. The generic model was scaled in 3-dimensions to the
participant’s individual bone geometry for the pelvis and right lower limb, and
anthropometry for the rest of the segments was determined during a static trial. The
generic pelvis and right lower limb were replaced by the participant’s bone geometries.
Inverse kinematics analyses[40] calculated muscle-tendon lengths for the right lower
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limb and joint angles for the upper body and left lower limb. During inverse kinematics,
experimental motion capture marker positions drove motion constraints connected to
three-axis springs between model and experimental marker positions. Muscle forces were
obtained via an EMG-driven feedforward with feedback trim motor control strategy[40].
Experimental EMG data were used to generate individual muscle forces by taking into
account the activation dynamics[41-43] and physiological force-length-velocity
properties[38, 44] of the musculotendinous units. The predictive capacity of the model
was corroborated to knee contact forces in a participant with an instrumented total knee
replacement[40].
Table 1 Knee Ligaments used in the computational model
ligament names

number of ligament fibers (arrangement)

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)
superficial medial collateral ligament (sMCL)
deep medial collateral ligament (dMCL)
posterior oblique ligament (POL)
medial posterior capsule (MPC)
lateral posterior capsule (LPC)
oblique popliteal ligament (OPL)
lateral collateral ligament (LCL)
anterolateral ligament (ALL)
fabellofibular ligament (FFL)

8 (4 anteromedial, 4 anterolateral)
8 (4 posteromedial, 4 anterolateral)
6 (3 proximal, 3 distal)
2
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

Native knee model. The right-knee model (Fig. 1) was: tibiofemoral (TF) and
patellofemoral (PF) joints = 6-DOF joints; cartilage surfaces = high-resolution
triangulated meshes; and contact between the articulating surfaces (cartilage-cartilage and
menisci-cartilage) used an ADAMS default algorithm which computed contact force as a
function of penetration velocity and depth at contact locations, based on contact
parameters established in the literature[45-47]. To model menisci structural properties,
we used existing methods[48, 49] to discretize the medial and lateral menisci radially,
resulting in 25 and 31 elements, respectively. The adjacent elements were connected
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using a linear stiffness matrix, resulting in multibody representation of deformable
meniscal geometries[45-47]. The origins and insertions of the major knee ligaments
(Table 1) came from segmented MR images when available, and scaling and projecting
the ligament origins and insertions from the model presented in Kia et al[47]. The
structural representation of each ligament fiber was described using a tension-only,
nonlinear force-elongation relationship. The ligament force-elongation response in the toe
region,[50-54] linear region,[50-54] and reference strains were adapted from Kia et al.’s
work[47], which corroborated experimental measurements of ligament forces to model
predictions. The patellar tendon’s ligament force-elongation response in the toe region
and linear region was obtained from literature[55, 56]. The reference strains for the
patellofemoral ligaments and patellar tendon were determined from attachment distances
obtained in the MR images.

Figure 2: The two knee models (a: fixed bearing and b: mobile bearing) showing the ligaments and implanted TKA
components

Fixed and mobile bearing knee modeling. To construct the computerized arthroplasty
models (Fig. 2), two fellowship-trained knee arthroplasty surgeons assisted in performing
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two virtual surgeries using reverse engineering software (Geomagic, Morrisville, NC,
USA). The precise 3D component geometries of a modern knee replacement system
(ATTUNE®, DePuy Synthes, Warsaw, IN, USA) were incorporated by scanning
components on a laser 3D scanner (NextEngine, Inc., Santa Monica, CA, USA) with an
accuracy of +/- 0.125 mm.
We virtually implanted the femoral component using a measured-resection technique that
resected 9mm from the distal femur aligned perpendicular to the femoral mechanical axis
(axis connecting the center of the femoral head to the center of the knee). The femoral
sizing and bone cuts were performed using a posterior-referencing technique referenced
to the posterior condylar axis with external rotation being set to 3⁰ about the femur’s
distal diaphysis. A size 5 narrow femoral component fit well and was selected for both
the FB-TKA and MB-TKA models.
The virtual tibial resection was performed for each model incorporating a 5⁰ posterior
slope, and the proximal tibial cut was aligned perpendicular to the tibia’s mechanical axis
(knee center to ankle center). We set the depth of resection to restore the original joint
line. Size 4 tibial baseplates were selected for both models and subsequently positioned
and rotated with reference to the tibial tubercle. The tibial base plate was constrained to
the tibia with a fixed joint positioned at the bone-component interface and oriented
parallel to the tibial coordinate system. A revolute joint was established at the center of
the MB-TKA post for that model.

For the patellar component of both models, a

simulated free-hand resection of 9.5 mm was made parallel to the osteochondral junction.
A medialized dome design patella (size 35, thickness: 9.5 mm) fit well and was selected
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for both. The medial lateral location of the patella implant apex was verified to match
native anatomy.
We used the same ligaments as the native knee model, except for the POL, OPL, and
ACL, which were deactivated. The tibial insert was separated into medial and lateral
components, with contacts created between each geometry and the femoral component.
The contact force in the medial and lateral tibial inserts and patella were predicted by
means of the ADAMS default IMPACT function. The contact parameters we used were
previously defined by Guess et al[57].
Outcome variables. Based on benefits proposed in the literature, we evaluated outcome
variables of interest for MB-TKA over FB-TKA. A major proposed benefit the reduction
of shear force transmitted in the bone-implant interface[21]. We explored forces at the
fixed joint at the tibial bone-implant interface in the anteroposterior, mediolateral, and
superioinferior directions for both TKA models. Another proposed benefit is the selfcorrection of tibiofemoral rotational malalignment, which may result in better patellar
tracking[22]. We evaluated this by exploring the tibiofemoral rotational kinematics and
quadriceps (sum of rectus femoris, vastus medialis, lateralis, and intermedius) muscle
forces as predicted by the native knee two TKA models. A final proposed benefit is the
reduction of polyethylene contact stresses[23]. We explored the tibiofemoral contact
forces, area, and pressure for both TKA models (see supplementary figures: 7-13 for knee
kinematics, knee ligament forces, and detailed right lower limb muscle forces for
comparison between the three knee models). Following previous research, our analysis
focused not only on the stance phase during gait but also from the beginning to the end of
weight acceptance during step-up[12, 14].
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Figure 3: Model Comparisons. Predicted (black) and experimental kinematics (dashed/colored) during gait and step-up
cycles. Native Knee (A-G), fixed bearing (H), mobile bearing (I). Literature reference kinematics, magenta dashed line,
Chen et al.[12]; blue dashed line, Kozanek et al.[16]; red dashed and dotted line, Okamoto et al.[58]. The output plots
show the mean (solid line) ± 1 standard deviations (shaded region)

Model Verification. To furnish assurance in our simulations, we performed qualitative
assessments between the model-based predicted knee kinematics and fluoroscopy data in
the literature for gait in the native knee and step-up tasks in the native knee, FB-TKA and
MB-TKA designs. These qualitative assessments were conducted across the entire stance
phase during gait and the weight acceptance phase during step-up to ensure they were
within 2 SD of published data[12, 16, 58], as recommended by Hicks et al[59].

Results.
Model Verification. Overall, agreement between model-derived knee angles, translations
and published data from fluoroscopy studies were good to excellent. The native modelpredicted knee angles for step up and gait were within 1 and 2 SD of published
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fluoroscopy data[12, 16, 58], respectively. Native knee mediolateral translation for step
up was within 1 SD, and anteroposterior translation for gait and step up were within 2-3
SD. FB-TKA and MB-TKA model-derived knee angles for step up were within 2 SD.
Bone-implant Interface Forces. When comparing the two TKA designs using the two
knee models, interface forces in the anteroposterior direction (Fig. 4A, 4D) were higher
in FB-TKA during gait with average root-mean-square difference RMSD [max] of 0.16
BW [0.25] and similar during step-up with RMSD [max] of 0.03 BW [0.05]. However,
interface forces in the mediolateral direction (Fig. 4B, 4E) were higher in MB-TKA
during step-up with RMSD [max] of 0.17 BW [0.28] and similar during gait with RMSD
[max] of 0.05 BW [0.08]. Interface forces in the superioinferior direction (Fig. 4C, 4F)
were higher in FB-TKA during gait with RMSD [max] of 0.07 BW [0.16] and higher in
MB-TKA during step-up with RMSD [max] of 0.09 BW [0.27].
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Figure 4: Bone-implant interface forces in the anteroposterior, mediolateral, and superioinferior directions as predicted
by the fixed bearing (blue) and mobile bearing (green) designs: (A-C) stance phase during gait, (D-F) weight bearing
phase during step-up. (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)

Knee Rotation and Quadriceps Muscle Forces. Although all three knee models
followed a similar rotational pattern during gait (Fig. 5A), the MB-TKA design more
closely followed the rotational changes of the native knee with lower RMSD [max] of
1.7⁰ [2.7] compared to the FB-TKA design with RMSD [max] of 2.7⁰ [4.2]. The knee
rotations (Fig. 5C) during step-up were similar between the two TKA knee models, with
RMSD [max] of 0.5⁰ [0.3]. However, the knee rotations of the two TKA knee models
compared to the native knee differed considerably, with RMSD [max] > 3.2⁰ [3.1].
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Quadriceps forces (Fig. 5B, 5D) generally were higher in the TKA models than in the
native knee, particularly during initial contact, midstance during gait, and at 53% of the
step-up cycle with RMSD [max] of Native vs FB-TKA: gait: 0.16 BW [0.29], step-up:
0.33 BW [0.43], and Native vs MB-TKA: gait: 0.11 BW [0.18], step-up: 0.32 BW [0.42].
FB-TKA demonstrated higher quadriceps forces than MB-TKA throughout stance phase
of the gait cycle, with differences becoming negligible toward terminal stance with
RMSD [max] of MB-TKA vs FB-TKA: gait: 0.08 BW [0.21], and step-up: 0.04 BW
[0.10].

Figure 5: Knee axial rotation and Quadriceps (sum of rectus femoris, vastus medialis, lateralis, and intermedius) muscle
forces as predicted by the native knee (red), fixed bearing (blue), and mobile bearing (green) designs: (A, B) stance
phase during gait, (C, D) weight bearing phase during step-up. (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)

Tibiofemoral Contact Pressure. When comparing the the two TKA designs, the MBTKA knee model predicted slightly greater average medial contact pressure with RMSD
[max] 4.6 MPa [11.5] during gait (Fig. 6). During the more demanding step-up
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simulations, MB-TKA’s increase in medial femorotibial pressures became more
pronounced with RMSD [max] 10.3 MPa [46.4] greater than its fixed-bearing
counterpart. In addition, the predicted average contact pressures for the lateral
compartment in the replacement models were higher for MB-TKA during both gait and
step-up activities with RMSD [max] for gait: 7.4 MPa [12.6], and step-up: 15.3 MPa
[68.6].

Figure 6: Articular contact pressure in the medial and lateral compartments predicted by fixed bearing (blue) and
mobile bearing (green) designs: (A, B) stance phase during gait, (C, D) weight bearing phase during step-up. (mean,
solid line; 1SD, shaded)

Discussion. This study’s unique computational MS model allowed us to compare the
healthy native knee to MB-TKA and FB-TKA conditions, an analysis that is not possible
in other experimental designs. Our approach minimized the biomechanical impact of
variations in sex, geometry, implant size and positioning, ligament location and tension,
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and muscle forces found across patients. To the authors’ knowledge, no previous studies
have calculated differences in biomechanics between native knee, FB-TKA, and MBTKA designs using a computational MS model.
The longstanding debate regarding optimal design for knee replacements will likely
continue for the foreseeable future. In theory, the mobile-bearing design affords several
potential advantages, though these have not been borne out in the form of superior
clinical results. Function and outcome studies have shown excellent results for both
designs, and neither has demonstrated clinical superiority[24, 60-63]. At present, it
remains unclear which design better restores normal knee kinematics during prosthetic
replacement. In this study, our results suggest that neither design reproduced the
biomechanics of the native knee, and that measurable differences exist between the two
designs.
Previous studies comparing the ability of FB-TKA versus MB-TKA to replicate natural
knee axial rotation have yielded inconsistent results. We observed greater knee axial
rotational with the MB-TKA during gait. This superiority was not seen during step-up,
where similar rotation was observed. These results parallel the findings of Sharma et
al.[64] who created a 3D MS model based on fluoroscopic data. We found that the MBTKA demonstrated higher degrees of external rotation during loaded knee bending.
Similarly, in a knee simulator study, Fisher et al.[65] found that, during gait, the MBTKA design allowed increased axial rotation (7.0 degrees) compared to the FB-TKA
design (4.5 degrees). In contrast, other researchers have found little difference in the axial
rotation between two designs. Using a cadaveric robotic testing system, Most et al.[66]
found slightly improved rotational motion (7% greater) with the FB-TKA design but the
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trend did not achieve statistical significance. Similarly, D'Lima et al.[67] found both
replacement designs altered kinematics of the normal knee but observed little difference
between the two models.
Another proposed benefit of the MB-TKA design is its ability to increase bearing-surface
congruity and reduce contact pressure at the tibiofemoral articulation because flexion is
uncoupled from axial rotation. In our study, this proposed benefit was not established.
Instead, we predicted higher average contact pressure in gait and step-up simulations.
This is consistent with prior research using mechanical testing and computational
simulation models[64, 65, 68, 69]. However, some investigators in similar studies have
reported decreased stresses with the MB-TKA design[70-72]. The approach used to
calculate contact pressure in this study does have its limitations since the average contact
pressures calculated were greater than the yield strength of polyethylene (~22 MPa).
Conflicting results from implant retrieval studies further complicate our understanding
of how design differences affect contact stresses and subsequent wear. One such study of
48 MB-TKAs by Kelly et al.[73] found no improvement in polyethylene wear resistance.
Engh et al’s.[74] analysis of 54 MB-TKA and FB-TKA inserts found that the designs
exhibited different modes of polyethylene wear, though the overall rate of wear was
similar. In another retrieval study of both designs, Lu et al.[75] noted an increase in lowgrade polyethylene wear with MB-TKA designs (burnishing, abrasion, cold flow)
whereas FB-TKA designs displayed higher-grade modes of wear (scratching, pitting, and
delamination). In a large retrieval study of 312 implants, Berry et al.[76] reported
decreased overall lower polyethylene wear in MB-TKA knees, with the lowest wear rates
appearing in FB-TKA designs made of cobalt-chrome versus titanium. To date, the
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decreased contact stresses and improved polyethylene wear of the MB-TKA design has
yet to be clearly demonstrated. Our investigation parallels this finding, as the MB-TKA
design did not demonstrate a reduction in contact stresses in either the gait cycle or stepup simulations.
One further proposed advantage of the MB-TKA design is its potential to divert
stresses away from the bone-implant interface and thereby decrease the likelihood of
component loosening. This has yet to be realized in clinical outcomes. In our
investigation, interface forces were largely equivalent for both design models. During the
gait cycle, the FB-TKA exhibited higher anterior-posterior forces, but medial–lateral
forces remained equivalent. Conversely, during step-up, the MB-TKA displayed higher
forces but only in a medial-lateral direction, while anterior-posterior forces remained
similar. For both activities, forces directed in a superior-inferior direction were similar.
Therefore, although our results showed overall similar interface forces for the two
models, directional components of the force vectors are relevant, and they vary with the
type of implant. Our findings echo multiple clinical studies demonstrating no difference
in the development/progression of component radiolucencies or periprosthetic osteolysis
over mid- and long-term follow-up[77, 78]. Multiple meta-analyses have shown similar
rates of loosening for both designs[79-81]. This equivalence is further underscored by a
Cochrane Review reporting no difference in the rates of component loosening or revision
surgery between the two designs[61].
Unlike most outcome variables considered in this investigation, few studies have
investigated how knee design impacts knee musculature. In our study, the predicted
quadriceps forces during the walking and step-up simulations were similar regardless of
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the implant design. This is consistent with the work of Sharma et al.[64], who found the
forces generated within the quadriceps during deep knee bending to be equivalent in both
designs, with less than 1% difference in maximum quadriceps forces noted between
models. On the other hand, Innocenti et al’s.[68] 3D computational study comparing
quadriceps forces during simulated squatting found that both designs exhibited higher
quadriceps forces as flexion increased, with higher forces in the MB-TKA model. Further
investigation into the effects of implant design on supporting muscle function is needed.
Limitations. Our study has presented some novel insights, though we recognize and
acknowledge the work’s limitations. We studied one healthy and active participant, and
further research should consider the influence of sex, variations in bony morphology, and
relevant pathological populations. Another limitation is the use of origins, insertions,
reference strains, and ligament stiffness parameters from published literature to model the
knee ligaments, changes in these parameters to describe this subject are unaccounted for.
Neither was the effect of ligament balancing on the ligament properties post TKA
surgery. Implementation of ultrasound-based in situ ligament strain imaging[82] would
improve ligament force predictions. Our approach to estimating muscle forces using an
EMG-driven feedforward with feedback trim motor control strategy has limitations. The
feedforward control scheme uses experimental EMG data from a normal healthy
participant to predict muscle forces for native as well as TKA knee models, but it is
known that TKA patients commonly experience neuromuscular adaptations[83] that were
not modeled in this study. The maximum EMG signal from various trials was used to
normalize EMG data, though the accuracy of the EMG normalization[84] is still under
debate. The muscle modeling parameters and architecture parameters were based on a
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published generic MS model and assumed linear scaling in 3D. Including MR imagebased, subject-specific muscle parameter prediction and more complex muscle-tendon
dynamics models would improve muscle force predictions. Use of surrogate contact
models[85] or finite element methods[86] to predict refined estimates of deformation,
pressure, and stress in order to estimate wear may yield further clinical and component
design insight. This study is limited to only one manufacturer and care must be taken not
to generalize trends or findings into other manufacturers or design variations.
Conclusion. In Conclusion, this study uses a computational MS model to compare
healthy native knee to MB-TKA and FB-TKA designs. When comparing bone-implant
interface forces between the two designs, FB-TKA exhibited higher anterior-posterior
forces during gait, while MB-TKA displayed higher medio-lateral forces during step-up
task. Greater knee axial rotation was observed with the MB-TKA during gait, while this
superiority was not observed during step-up task. The predicted quadriceps muscle forces
were similar regardless the Implant design. MB-TKA design experienced greater average
and peak contact pressure for both tasks.
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Supplementary Material

Figure 7: Tibiofemoral rotations in the sagittal, coronal, and transverse planes as predicted by the three
knee models: stance phase during gait, weight bearing phase during step-up. (mean, solid line; 1SD,
shaded)
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Figure 8: Tibiofemoral translations in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions as predicted by the
three knee models: stance phase during gait, weight bearing phase during step-up. (mean, solid line; 1SD,
shaded)
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Figure 9: Medial and lateral collateral ligaments tension and posterior cruciate ligament tension predicted
by the three knee models: stance phase during gait, weight bearing phase during step-up. (mean, solid line;
1SD, shaded)
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Figure 10: Major right lower-limb muscle forces as predicted by the three knee models at stance phase
during gait, (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)
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Figure 11: Major right lower-limb muscle forces as predicted by the three knee models at stance phase
during gait, (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)
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Figure 12: Major right lower-limb muscle forces as predicted by the three knee models during step-up
cycle, (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)
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Figure 13: Major right lower-limb muscle forces as predicted by the three knee models during step-up
cycle, (mean, solid line; 1SD, shaded)
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